
Supporting Service children in Portsmouth 

 

Local context 

 900+ Service children (2019 census figures will be available late July) based 

on Service Pupil Premium (SPP) data.  This does not include young people 

at college, university or private schools. Also, some families choose not to 

say that they are a Service family.   

 Approximately 90% of children are from Naval families. There are some Army 

and RAF families too.  

 The number of Service children ranges from 1 - 14% of the total number of 

children in schools.  Some schools are close to the married quarters patches 

and have higher numbers.  Some schools only have 1 - 2 children; these are 

the schools which often need the most support in terms of their 

understanding and thinking how to best use their SPP.  

 School places are tight in Portsmouth (for all children) which can make it 

more challenging when Service families move into the area. Many parents 

would like children to go to the schools near to the patches - part of our 

support is to ensure that as many schools as possible are 'forces friendly'.  

 

Key issues/challenges for Service families  

Mobility (not as applicable to Naval families as it is the serving person who tends to 

move away from the family).  

 Education is not a stable environment.  

 New curriculum - gaps in children's academic knowledge/repetition.  

 GCSE options do not always match in different schools.  

 Ensuring the correct information is passed on (Children's Education Advisory 

Service, pupil information profiles). 

 Disrupted social support networks / friendships - impact on sense of 

belonging.  

Separation (primary issue for many Service families in Portsmouth).  

 Increasing length (now up to 9 months) and number of operational deployments 

(cumulative effect of deployments over time).  

 Non-operational deployments (i.e. 'weekending') where the deployed person is 

away from Sunday evening to Friday evening every week. The disruption of 

'weekending' can be particularly challenging for families with children with 

SEND. For example, children with Autism may have a difficulty adjusting to the 

constant changes in routines and family dynamics and need a consistent 

approach that minimises disruption. The non-operational model leads to 

accumulation of stressors and more parental separation and lower wellbeing for 

parents and children. 



 Serving Naval personal spend up to 660 days away from their normal place of 

work (home port) in a three year period (this is much higher than the Army and 

RAF which are around 450 days).  

 

Other points  

 A sense of loss/increased sense of responsibility for children when a parent is 

deployed. 

 Mental health and wellbeing of the non-deployed caregiver - we know that this 

impacts on children's wellbeing.  Greenwich Kings College have recently done 

some research on this commissioned by the NFF.  

 Increased levels of anxiety (e.g. worrying about the parent who is away and the 

parent at home, concerns about safety, impact of media/news reports) - we 

know that anxiety generally often impacts on children's learning.  

 Service children have been identified as more likely to experience a range of 

emotional and behavioural issues including: depression, anxiety, social 

isolation, sleep issues, physical and verbal 'aggression'. Service children have 

also been identified as more likely to take on additional caring responsibilities 

within the home (young carers) which may impact on school attendance, and 

those whose parents regularly deploy or who move frequently, have been 

identified at more risk of reduced resilience.  

 Educational attainment (see points under 'needs assessment' below).  

 

How are we supporting Service families in Portsmouth  

 

EP with a specific link role - works closely with the Naval Families Federation to 

help address a need identified in the city (i.e. the lack of support for 

children/families).  

 

ELSA+ training - additional training for ELSAs to support with their understanding 

of life as a Service family and the key challenges they face so that they can better 

support children and families.  This also covered the Emotional Cycle of 

Deployment. Feedback from ELSAs following the training was very positive.  

 

Parental Absence resource - this was produced by the NFF based on the 

findings from the research conducted by Kings College.  This resource has been 

shared with all schools and with the EP team.  

 

Armed Forces Covenant Group - ensuring that Service families are not 

disadvantaged because of their military status.  

 

 Portsmouth City Council has the gold award.  



 Needs assessment (see key points below) was conducted in October 2018 

across the four Solent Local Authorities - this has led to various task groups 

who all report back to the covenant board.  

 EP and NFF attend the children and young people's task group meetings. 

The current focus is on:  

o Under 5's - e.g. support for settings, Health Visitors.   
o Absence requests 
o Higher education - numbers of Service children going to University is 

lower than their peers. Higher ratio of young carers.  
o Early identification/ Early Help - social care want a marker to be added 

for MASH to indicate armed forces family/child.  
 
Supporting Service Children in Progression (SCiP alliance)  
 
Research by the University of Winchester and the Ministry of Defence highlights that 
children from Service families are under-represented in the higher education 
population, with continuity of education, parental deployment and separation among 
the biggest factors that impact educational progression to further and higher 
education. 

 EP and NFF and linked in with the Outreach Manager who is in the process of 

setting up a South East Hub which includes various stakeholder groups and 

education settings (other hubs exist around the country).  

 The aims of the hub are:  

o To remove duplication and collaborate on new activity.  

o To identify existing practice, share it and work together to develop it. 

o To influence the local climate, culture and politics to enable 

practitioners to effectively support Service children. 

o To raise awareness and share knowledge nationally and locally. 

o To be a beacon for local practice. 

o To investigate local needs and context. 

o To inform and contribute to national and local research. 

o To work together to source and analyse local data. 

o To feed into and benefit from the national practice group. 

 SCIP are also developing a self-reflection framework for school's work with 

Service children (pilot includes 3 Portsmouth schools).  

 

Pompey's Military Kids (PMK)  

Pompey’s Military Kids is a joint initiative set up by the 

Naval Families Federation (NFF) and Portsmouth City 

Council (PCC), working with representatives from various 

schools across the city.  The Cluster Group supports 

Service children in a number of difference ways and local 

schools now share good ideas and best practice through 

collaborative working.  Events and activities are organised 

by NFF and PCC which bring Service children together, to 

https://www.scipalliance.org/assets/files/UoW-research-paper_Further-and-Higher-Progression-for-Service-Children.pdf


encourage them to interact, make new friends and support each other.  This means 

that there is now a network of young people who are helping and supporting each 

other within the wider community.  

 24 schools are part of the cluster (covers over 600 Service children).  

 Termly events for children across the schools (e.g. ship visits, trips to the 

dockyard, author book signing, 'Company of Makers' - sewing workshops 

using serving persons military uniform, Christmas parties etc). 

 Annual sports day for all Service children in the cluster group and their 

parents to attend, organised and hosted by the Royal Navy.  

 Most schools now have regular Service children lunchtime/after school groups 

(SPP funds the staffing).   

 Sharing of resources / best practice (e.g. all schools are now using an 

information sheet to gather information from parents on Service, deployments 

etc.  

 Schools are now aware that Naval children/families can access counselling 

from Relate for free (one child was seen within two weeks after the school 

became aware). Relate have also gone in and done group sessions over six 

weeks in secondary schools (they realised the children weren’t going to come 

to them so they went into schools).   

 Sharing of ideas for how to use SPP to support children's emotional wellbeing 

(e.g. personalised jigsaw puzzles/cushions, travelling teddies, iPADs for 

Skype, ELSA, scrapbooks, memory boxes, tea parties).  

 Encourages schools to work collaboratively with each other - this has been 

especially important and useful for those with smaller numbers.  

 Transition support between schools (e.g. junior to Secondary).  

 Work with the Boleh Trust to offer a sailing programme to schools from April 

to October (second year now). Not all children have opportunities to do things 

like this when there is just one caregiver at home.  It also reflects the 

strengths based approach and resilient 'can do' attitude that is needed when 

working with Service families. CYP evaluation forms are being used this 

sailing season. https://www.bolehproject.com/naval-charity-floats-boleh-and-

pompeys-military-kids/ 

 Currently have an online survey open for parents and staff in schools who are 

part of PMK to evaluate impact.  

 

Additional key points from 'needs assessment' (children and young people)  

 Not yet known how many children under 5 are from Service families.  

 Increased risk of depression and anxiety, particularly post-natal depression, in 

Service families.  

 Little Paws nursery (Paulsgrove) has 50% service children - key issues: EAL, 

lack of parental information about entitlements/the areas, family isolation, 

children only attending nursery for a short time before moving on.  

 Attainment data (Portsmouth):  

https://www.bolehproject.com/naval-charity-floats-boleh-and-pompeys-military-kids/
https://www.bolehproject.com/naval-charity-floats-boleh-and-pompeys-military-kids/


o SPP similar/slightly above local baseline (this includes children at an 

economic disadvantage, i.e. in receipt of pupil premium) in most areas.  

o SPP below local baseline working at the expected standard, but higher 

% of SPP working at the high standard KS2 Maths.  

o Higher % of SPP pupils achieving 9-5 pass in GCSE English and 

Maths.  

o Higher average attainment 8 and Average progress 8 score for SPP.  

 Of note: when Hampshire excluded duplicated SPP children and children in 

receipt of pupil premium as a result of poverty from their cohort, a gap in 

educational achievement was visible from Year 3 (more data needed to 

understand this within the Portsmouth context).  

 Exclusions/attendance (Portsmouth): 

o SPP lower % rates of absence at primary & secondary 

o SPP lower rates of fixed period exclusion at primary school 

o No permanent exclusions in 2016/17. 

 Local data work to better understand Service children with SEND, in receipt of 

SPP within the Solent was undertaken in December 2017. Numbers of 

children registered for SPP and also identified with SEND were low in all four 

council areas.  In Portsmouth lower numbers of Service Children were 

identified with SEND but without a plan in place at primary and secondary 

school (primary SPP 9%, baseline 12.1%, secondary SPP 10.3%, baseline 

11.3%).  

 The presence of a SEND or EHCP in itself should not be taken as assurance 

that Service families have all of the support they require and more work is 

needed to understand Service children with SEND, experience of education 

and broader life within Portsmouth.  

Next steps 

 Possible bitesize training session (similar to ELSA+) for local authority staff.  

 Continued liaison with SCiP. 

 Possible training slot at SENCO network meeting / workshop at Portsmouth 

Inclusion Conference.  

 Greater local knowledge needed on children's academic progression locally 

(.e. the 'Y3 dip'). Portsmouth University to support through SCiP in terms of 

supporting schools to collect data and then we can intervene/respond 

appropriately based on need.  

 Actions from next Armed Forces Covenant meeting in July.  

 Link EP to present on the topic at the SEND implementation group meeting in 

July.  

 More in depth understanding needed with regards to any patterns in Service 

children with EHCPs (e.g. is one primary area of need more common than 

another, children on SEND support in schools).  


